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1. We cannot access the link for the current contract.
   a. Here is the URL: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1G-h1U0TV-C2U8IVtNL_JCfn8YPNrl8QT

2. We see your bus count is now showing 18 routes. Does this mean by next year, there would only be 16 routes depending on if the contractor does the Animo Florence-Firestone temporary routes?
   a. Yes, that is correct.

3. The route times listed are 15 minutes to 2 hours max. Route times are absolutely critical. We must have clarity if these are full day or one way or why these are so low?
   a. The times provided for the routes are for the length of one way. Each bus does a return trip that is approximately equal in time to the first trip. The routes shown as 2 hours are door-to-door routes where the buses pick up each student from their respective home. The routes that show 15-20 minutes are for the buses that take students from one hub stop, to the school.

4. 10 routes show 50 students per route – is this based on actual ridership or students assigned per route?
   a. It is based on students assigned per route, however, the ridership count remains close to the assigned count on a daily basis.